
 

  

 
 
 
   

Program Guide  
Week 19 

        
        

Sunday May 1st, 2016 
      

5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
5:45 am France 24 Feature - News feature in English from France 24, Paris.   
 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm The World Game - Join Lucy Zelic, David Zdrilic and Craig Foster for all the highlights 

and previews of the A-League weekend, plus the best action, news and exclusive 
interviews from around the football world. (An SBS Production) CC   

 
2:00 pm Speedweek - A comprehensive motor sports program for speed enthusiasts. (Motor 

Sport) CC   
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4:00 pm FIFA World Cup 2018 Magazine - This magazine program reports on Russia's 

preparations for the 2018 FIFA World Cup, including details of venues and regions, along 
with a look at football in Russia in general. (Football) CC   

 
4:30 pm Cycling: Liege-Bastogne-Liege Highlights – Highlights from the 102nd edition of the 

Liege-Bastogne-Liege in Belgium. It is the oldest race out of the classics and is famous for 
its steep climbs. (Cycling)  

 
5:00 pm Cycling: InCycle – All the latest cycling news and highlights from across the world. 

Hosted by Mike Tomalaris. (Cycling) CC   
 
5:30 pm World War One At Sea - For centuries, the Royal British Navy had battled in southern 

waters against traditional enemies, France and Spain. But in the first years of the 
twentieth century, that all changed. The new threat was to the northeast, as Germany built 
a formidable new navy. This two-part documentary is told from the perspectives of both 
Britain and Germany, offering a unique perspective on the events and experiences that 
would help decide the outcome of World War One. (Part 1 of 2) (From the UK) 
(Documentary) (class. tba) CC    

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
7:35 pm Petra: Lost City Of Stone - Jordan is one of the driest countries in the world. Over 2,000 

years ago, a mysterious tribe constructed Petra, a thriving city with spectacular temple-
tombs carved into cliffs. As mysteriously as Petra emerged, it disappeared, lost for over a 
thousand years. Archaeologists and engineers wade deep into the sands of time to unlock 
the ancient secrets of Petra. (From the US) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC 

 
8:35 pm Mankind From Space - Mind-boggling data and CGI traces humankind's story from 

hunter-gatherer to dominant global species in this epic journey of discovery. Seen from 
the perspective of space, this shows the breath-taking extent of humankind's influence; 
how humans as a species have transformed the planet and produced an interconnected 
world of extraordinary complexity. (From the UK) (Documentary) G CC **Documentary 
Premiere**   

 
10:20 pm The Rise and Rise of Donald Trump -  Since announcing his candidacy, Donald Trump 

is everywhere. To him, nothing is taboo and no policy is too outlandish to embrace. This 
billionaire candidate has become the champion of the everyday American. Trump’s 
campaign was followed over 200 days. His ex-employees, childhood friends, billionaire 
buddies, supporters and critics are all spotlighted to gain insight on what a Trump 
presidency would really be like. (From France, in English) (Documentary) (class. tba) CC 
**Documentary Premiere**   

 
11:20 pm The Man Next Door - When two neighbours clash, their argument becomes less about 

proposed building alterations and more about the wider battle between class and social 
status. The hugely impressive building in question is the only example of a Le Corbusier 
residential home in all of Latin America, adding to the poignancy of their argument. Winner 
of six Argentinean Academy Awards in 2010, including Best Film. Directed by Mariano 
Cohn and Gastón Duprat, and stars Rafael Spregelburd, Daniel Aráoz and Eugenia 
Alonso. (From Argentina, in Spanish) (Drama) (2009) (Rpt) M (S,L,V)   
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1:20 am Dead Famous Dna - Mark Evans sets out to track down the remains of some of history's 

most famous figures. With eminent scientists applying the latest advances in DNA testing 
to the samples he obtains, he attempts to solve some of the mysteries that have persisted 
around them. The results provide some astounding discoveries about these historical 
figures. In the first episode, Mark Evans discovers that Elvis Presley could have suffered 
from a genetic heart muscle disease, hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, which may have led to 
his tragically early death. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC 

 
2:15 am Dead Famous Dna - Mark Evans sets out to track down the remains of some of history's 

most important and infamous figures in this new three part series. This episode, Mark tries 
to learn more about John F Kennedy and Marilyn Monroe from samples of their hair, and 
travels to New Jersey to come face-to-face with Napoleon's penis. Experts analyse two of 
Charles Darwin's beard hairs to try to solve a 130-year-old riddle by identifying the 
debilitating mystery illness the 'Father of Evolution' suffered from for most of his life. (From 
the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
3:10 am Dead Famous Dna - Mark Evans follows the extraordinary trail of relics claimed to come 

from Adolf Hitler and Eva Braun: bones sold by a KGB defector and hair apparently found 
on a hairbrush at Hitler's mountain retreat by a US Army intelligence officer at the end of 
the Second World War. As Mark checks out the provenance, the scientists extract the 
DNA and reveal an extraordinary result. Mark also meets a Canadian dentist who owns 
one of John Lennon's teeth and wants to clone the Beatles legend, and tests what's 
claimed to be a tiny part of Marlon Brando. (Part 3 of 3) (From the UK) (Documentary) 
(Rpt) PG(A) CC   

 
4:05 am Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, salami from Kogarah; south 
Indian masala dosai in Crows Nest; Indian-style pickles and chutneys in Queensland; and 
Chinese and Aboriginal cuisine fused in Darwin. (An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) 
G CC   

 
4:35 am The Contagious Apparitions Of Dambarey Dendrite - Dambarey is a street kid, who in 

a dendrite induced trance, turns invincible to outfox Kathmandu with his gang of five. Little 
does he know that his altered mind is playing wicked tricks to lead him and his friends to a 
place of no return. (From Nepal, in Nepali) (Short Film) (Drama) (2013) (Rpt) MA(D,L)    
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5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
5:45 am France 24 Feature - News feature in English from France 24, Paris.   
 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in English.   
 
2:00 pm Andrea Bocelli: Great Performances -  From the internationally famous Dolby Theater in 

the heart of Hollywood, Andrea Bocelli pays musical tribute to the silver screen in a lush 
concert of beloved songs from the movies. Joined by Grammy-winning producer David 
Foster, the renowned tenor performs memorable favorites from blockbuster classics 
including The Godfather, Scent of a Woman, Dr. Zhivago, Once Upon a Time in America, 
Breakfast at Tiffany’s and many more. (From the US) (Arts) CC 

 
3:25 pm The Lakes With Rory McGrath - Heart-warming and addictive, this is a real-life soap 

opera about remarkable and eccentric people and the stunning landscape which defines 
them. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Lifestyle) (Rpt) G CC   
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3:55 pm The World From Above - Massachusetts: Plymouth Rock to Gloucester - This aerial 

journey begins near the town of Plymouth, where the Pilgrim Fathers' ship, the Mayflower, 
has been reconstructed. On the way north towards the capital of Massachusetts, Boston, 
we pass the town of Quincy, home to the second president - John Adams. Much of the 
early history of America's independence happened in Boston. Take a good look at one of 
the country's finest historic cities, including its modern side. Following the coast north is 
Salem, and a town famous for its association with witch hunts in the 17th century. The 
journey ends in the seaside town and harbour of Gloucester, a favourite haunt for visitors 
during the summer months. (S.3,Ep.7) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
4:25 pm Coast - Winter - In a dramatic, storm-lashed climax to series nine of Coast, the team 

explore what becomes of our coast in winter. In this secret season our shore is battered 
by wild weather - but teeming with life if you know where to look. Nick Crane visits 
Cornwall, and discovers that wild winter seas bring surprising benefits to the Cornish 
coast. Neil Oliver experiences the extraordinary Viking Fire Festival on Shetland, where 
massed ranks of Viking warriors go on parade. Andy Torbet, meanwhile, is on the Isle of 
St Kilda in Scotland’s western Isles, observing a flock of feral sheep during the mating 
season. (Final) (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   

 
5:30 pm Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm Food Safari - Jewish - In the final episode, Maeve O'Meara explores the delicious and 

complex world of Jewish food - full of age-old traditions and customs. She visits kosher 
butcher shops and fish shops in Melbourne and Sydney, with food preparation supervised 
by a rabbi. She samples sweet plaited bread challah and bagels; vibrant borscht (beetroot 
soup); and cholent - a slow-cooked dish of meat and pulses that is perfect as a Sabbath 
dish. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Final) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
7:30 pm Michael Mosley: Trust Me, I'm A Doctor - Michael joins volunteers in a study to discover 

whether just changing your diet can lower cholesterol as much as taking drugs like statins. 
Dr Saleyha Ahsan reveals new research that could cure snoring, and Dr Chris van 
Tulleken investigates whether skincare products could be doing more harm than good. 
(S.3 Ep.2) (From the UK) (Documentary) G CC **New Episode**   

 
8:30 pm Royal Navy School - The gruelling training regime is nearly over for the new recruits, but 

it's not plain sailing all the way to the passing out parade. Able is struck down with a 
sudden illness, Hill has extra worries following a family disagreement, and Penney makes 
a mistake and ends up having to fight for his career on the  last day of training. (S.1 Ep.7) 
(From the UK) (Documentary) (class. tba) CC 

 
9:30 pm Kebab Kings - With just over two weeks to Christmas the silly season is in full swing, but 

on George St, Oz Turk is unusually quiet for this time of year. With the notoriously quiet 
months of January and February just around the corner, former owners the Bozoglus are 
hoping new owners, Syrian brothers Fadi and Rami, can be more welcoming to 
customers. Meanwhile in Melbourne, Mustafa’s mum and dad arrive from India to proudly 
visit Smith Kebabs for the first time. But they get a rude awakening when they witness a 
typical Saturday night on the front line of Australia’s ‘drunk-food-culture’. (Ep.2) 
(Commissioned by SBS) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) MA(L) CC  
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10:30 pm SBS World News Late Edition - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national 

and international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS 
Production) CC   

 
11:00 pm Mad Men: The Final Season - The Runaways - Don has a visitor from his past. Stan 

embarrasses a superior. Peggy helps Ginsberg with a problem. Harry finds that he has a 
new ally at the agency. (S.7 Ep.5) (From the US) (Drama Series) M(S,D,A) CC **New 
Episode**     

 
11:55 pm Mad Men: The Final Season - The Strategy - Peggy determinedly collects research for a 

pitch. Pete is invited to join an exclusive club. Joan looks forward to spending time with 
her friend. (S.7 Ep.6) (From the US) (Drama Series) M(S,D,L) CC **New Episode**      

 
12:50 am Luke Nguyen's France Bitesize - Some of the best moments from Luke Nguyen's 

culinary journey around France, including the country's breathtaking scenery and famous 
cuisine. (Commissioned by SBS, in English and French) (Short) Rpt) G   

 
1:00 am The Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, we meet local baking legend 
Dorothy Press at the Condobolin annual show; Afghan bread with Ahmed Sultani; chefs 
tell why the Japanese want our wagyu beef; and a visit to Perth’s Italian food pioneers. 
(An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
1:30 am The Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, chef Romano Rotelli of 
Pensiero Restaurant; the Danish horn of plenty at Bonjour Patisserie; exotic mushrooms 
at Li-Sun Exotic Mushrooms; molecular gastronomy; and caipirhinias with Brazilian soccer 
stars. (An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
2:00 am The Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, a visit to the Ord River to learn 
about a chickpea called the macarena; the fine art of dessert with Ryoichi Shiratsgu; 
Victoria's rich black asparagus fields at Koo Wee Rup; and wild Singapore girls at a bridal 
shower. (An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
2:30 am Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, old fashioned fish and chips; 
fantastic fruit flavoured gels; soft slippery tofu made by Joo Pum Kim; chef Bethany Finn 
from Urban Bistro; and a country feast that's fit for a king. (An SBS Production) (Food 
Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
3:00 am Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, spelt - the story of a grain 
that's been cultivated since ancient times; voluptuous nougat with Robert Rinaldi; mussels 
Belgian-style; and how to make the lightest gnocchi with chef Mirko Grillini. (An SBS 
Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
3:30 am Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, growing and preparing 
vegetables; a gingerbread house in the Blue Mountains; crunchy heritage apples; and 
cooking with Hungarian legend Edith Szabo. (An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G 
CC   
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4:00 am Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, the fishermen of Ceduna; cake 
decorating with Amanda Way; the dancing ginger growers of Sunshine Beach; two country 
chefs in Cowra; and some of our newest citizens - Africans in Alice Springs. (An SBS 
Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
4:30 am Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, a visit to a native Australian 
rainforest to look for bunya nuts; fruit gelato from Pompei's Gelateria; the low-down on 
happy hens and their eggs; and an all-American Thanksgiving feast. (An SBS Production) 
(Food Series) (Rpt) G CC    
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5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and 

Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC   
 
2:00 pm Vietnam: The War That Made Australia - This is the story of the Australian Army 

Training Team (Vietnam) who, from 1962 to 1972, fought shoulder-to-shoulder with the 
Vietnamese army and became the most decorated unit in Australian military history. Told 
through the testimony of unit veterans and the Vietnamese with whom they fought and 
fought against, this series shines a new and dramatic light on Australia’s involvement in 
the Vietnam War. (Part 1 of 4) (Commissioned by SBS) (From Australia, in English & 
Vietnamese) (Documentary) (Rpt) M(A,V) CC   

 
3:00 pm Tracks And Trails - Achill - Broadcaster Jim Sherwin explores Ireland’s spectacular 

walks and trails in the picturesque Mayo village of Mulranny, often known as the gateway 
of Achill. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   

 
3:30 pm What's Killing Our Bees? - Between 1985 and 2005, the number of honey bee hives fell 

by about fifty percent, and that is far from the worst news. So what is killing our bees: the 
weather; a parasite (the varroa mite) - which has been here since 1992; the viruses that 
accompany the varroa; pesticides; or something else, like the nature of agriculture? (From 
the UK) (Documentary) G CC   
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4:30 pm Wildest Islands - Vancouver Island - Hugging the west coast of Canada, Vancouver 

Island is abundant in glaciers, tall waterfalls, and an endless network of rivers and creeks, 
making it the perfect habitat for Pacific salmon. It’s thought that the salmon in Vancouver 
Island’s streams feed more forms of life than any other creature on the planet, including 
black bears, bald eagles and killer whales. (Part 3 of 5) (From the Netherlands, in English) 
(Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   

 
5:30 pm Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm Food Safari - Japanese Safari - Maeve joins legendary restaurateur Tetsuya Wakuda 

who gives tips on the key ingredients in Japanese cooking and makes a simple marinade 
using just five ingredients, including his favourite miso paste. Top restaurateur Kimitata 
Azuma makes a fast and easy fresh tuna salad and home-cook Yuki Totsuka shows how 
to make miso soup. Sushi master Shinji Tani reveals some of the secrets of his art and 
knife expert Hideo Dekura slices sashimi. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) G 
CC   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
7:30 pm Great Continental Railway Journeys - Switzerland - Michael Portillo uses George 

Bradshaw's Continental Railway Guide to explore Switzerland, whose remarkable railways 
helped make it a favourite with Edwardian tourists. He begins in the truly international city 
of Basel and travels east to visit industrial Zurich. He then heads for the glorious Alps and 
learns how astonishing engineering feats conquered the most challenging peaks, before 
taking in the striking beauty of Lake Lucerne. Michael's journey ends with a spectacular 
ascent by train to Europe's highest station, perched atop Switzerland's dramatic 
Jungfraujoch. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   

 
8:30 pm Insight - Australian current affairs forum, with lively debate and powerful first-person 

stories. Hosted by award-winning journalist Jenny Brockie. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
9:30 pm Dateline – My 93-Year-Old Flatmate – Drinking games, sex talk and jigsaws; this is life in 

a unique Dutch retirement home where young and old live side-by-side sharing the joys of 
life, and the sadness of death together. (An SBS Production) CC **New Episode**   

 
10:00 pm SBS World News Late Edition - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national 

and international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS 
Production) CC   

 
10:30 pm Hard - Roy’s stand-up comedy show is at a dead end, and Sophie desperately needs 

money to transform the cellar into an elegant club. Roy sells the LaPoutre dildo franchise, 
and writes a show about his porn past. Sophie unexpectedly finds the cash to have work 
done. (S.3 Ep.4) (From France, in French) (Drama Series) MA(S) **New Season 
Premiere**     

 
11:05 pm Hard - Sonia, Sophie’s cellmate, has come to live at Sophie’s and is taking care of the 

baby, which worries Roy since no one knows what she was inside for. Meanwhile Sophie 
is dealing with a local police officer who wants to close down her club. Sophie discovers 
that it was Roy who got the money for the club by selling 'his' dildo. (S.3 Ep.5) (From 
France, in French) (Drama Series) MA(S) **New Episode**   
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11:40 pm Hard - The police officer miraculously vanishes: Sophie can reopen the club, but she 

misses Roy at her side. They finally host the club together, until the President of the 
Republic summons Sophie into her official car. (S.3 Ep.6) (From France, in French) 
(Drama Series) MA(S) **New Episode**   

 
12:20 am The Bone Man - Director Wolfgang Murnberger brings another of Wolf Haas' cult novels 

to the screen in this wicked black thriller. Set in a sleepy Austrian mountain village, ex-
detective Simon Brenner has grown weary of his job repossessing cars and embarks on 
an extended getaway to the countryside. But before long he becomes embroiled in the 
convoluted world of the locals of a supposedly quiet town. Stars Josef Hader, Josef 
Bierbichler and Birgit Minichmayr. (From Austria, in German, English subtitles) (Thriller) 
(2009) MAV (V,N,L)   
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EASTERN STATES (QLD, NSW, ACT, VIC, TAS) 

 
2:35 am Rockwiz - Jarad Brown & Kate Miller-Heidke - Rock music's most famous faces continue 

to mix it with the best local trivia buffs. Join hosts Julia Zemiro and Brian Nankervis, along 
with the RocKwiz Orkestra and the ever-faithful Dugald, at St Kilda's historic Esplanade 
Hotel for the music-trivia program that will brighten up your night. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) M(L) CC   

 
3:25 am One Born Every Minute - Naomi is glamorous and likes to look a bit fake. She’s known 

Jason since they were teenagers and they’ve had an on and off relationship over the 
years. But now Naomi’s pregnant Jason says it’s changed their relationship. But there’s 
also another woman in Naomi’s life, her mother Maria, who lives next door. Jason says 
‘it’s like having two partners’. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) M(A,L) CC   

 
4:25 am Sticky Ends: Part 2 - Jinx is a man with a fish head. Misfortune bubbles escape from his 

mouth. When one of them follows somebody, he becomes dogged by bad luck. (From 
France) (Short Film) (Animation) (2011) PG(A)   

 
4:30 am UEFA Champions League - Live coverage of the UEFA Champions League 2015-2016. 

(Sport)  **Live**      
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tuesday May 3rd, 2016 
CENTRAL STATES  

(SOUTH AUSTRALIA & NORTHERN TERRITORY) 
 
2:35 am Rockwiz - Jarad Brown & Kate Miller-Heidke - Rock music's most famous faces continue 

to mix it with the best local trivia buffs. Join hosts Julia Zemiro and Brian Nankervis, along 
with the RocKwiz Orkestra and the ever-faithful Dugald, at St Kilda's historic Esplanade 
Hotel for the music-trivia program that will brighten up your night. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) M(L) CC   

 
3:25 am Food Lovers’ Guide to Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce Australia has to offer. In this episode, Marjorie Bligh, 
popular author of cooking books in Tasmania; sushi making in Ultimo; Byron Bay Native 
Produce; and spit roast in Adelaide. (An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC 

 
4:00 am UEFA Champions League - Live coverage of the UEFA Champions League 2015-2016. 

(Sport)  **Live**    
 
6:30 am DW English News - News and analysis of the top international and European news and 

current affairs from Berlin, in English. 
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WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

 
2:30 am UEFA Champions League - Live coverage of the UEFA Champions League 2015-2016. 

(Sport)  **Live**       
 
5:00 am CCTV News - The English language news channel from China Central Television (CCTV) 

in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network. 
 
5:30 am NHK News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, delivering the latest in 

business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in English. 
 
6:00 am France 24 News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, offering a 

French perspective on world events, in English. 
 
6:30 am DW English News - News and analysis of the top international and European news and 

current affairs from Berlin, in English. 
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Wednesday May 4th, 2016 
ALL MARKETS REJOIN 

      
 

7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 
English.   

 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and 

Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC   
 
2:00 pm Trespassing Bergman: 1711 Videos - Explore the private film collection of one of the 

world’s most acclaimed directors, Ingmar Bergman. This series delves into his collection, 
finding pieces by the classic filmmakers such as Bunuel and Truffaut, but discovering an 
unexpected selection of Hollywood titles including 'Ghostbusters’ and ‘Jurassic Park’. 
Some of the world's leading directors and actors talk about their relationship with the 
demon director and his films. (From Sweden, in English & Swedish) (Documentary) M CC    

 
2:55 pm A First Date - A lost soul who has been on a seemingly endless search for a partner. She 

has attempted years of online dating services but has yet to find success and is ready to 
throw in the towel. Marie has one last online date lined up with another lost soul named 
Arn. Will their first date be their last? (An Australian Short Film) PG(S)   

 
3:00 pm Dateline - A world of daring stories - Dateline is an award-winning current affairs program 

bringing you the unexpected from every corner of the globe. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
3:30 pm Insight - Australian current affairs forum, with lively debate and powerful first-person 

stories. Hosted by award-winning journalist Jenny Brockie. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
4:30 pm Wild Britain - April to June - This documentary series showcases the dynamic nature of 

Britain over an entire year, revealing why Britain’s climate is so unique and why the 
country’s relationship with its wildlife is so enduring and so special. Late March signals the 
start of a battle for light. Time-lapse show billions of plants, shrubs and trees racing to be 
the first to make use of the sun’s life-giving energy. Bats and bees come out of hibernation 
and birds and animals begin their own perilous race; to breed. As spring becomes 
summer the rising temperatures trigger plankton blooms in the sea. Mayflies hatch in their 
millions attracting attacks from acrobatic brown trout in the rivers below and duckings leap 
from the water to pluck the mayflies from the air. (Part 2 of 4) (From the UK) 
(Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   
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5:30 pm Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm Food Safari - French Safari (Part 1) - Maeve meets up with top chef Guillaume Brahimi 

at the Sydney Opera House. He gives us the rundown on the essential French ingredients 
- great butter and salt, bread, fresh herbs, mustard and cheeses. He then cooks up a beef 
bourguignon and shares the secrets of the perfect potato mash. Former chef France Vidal 
makes a French Onion soup in half an hour and Gabriel Gate makes an easy summer 
dessert using raspberries. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
7:30 pm The Story Of China - The Ming - The great capital of Nanjing has 21 miles of walls, each 

brick stamped with the name of the village that made it. In the Bao family village, the 
villagers act a Ming murder story: the Ming were obsessive about architecture. Michael 
Wood looks at Ming culture in Suzhou, the 'Venice of China'; fateful exchanges with the 
west; and in Shaoxing visits the house of the 'Ming Proust' and the grassroots of the Zhao 
family before the fall of the Ming in 1644. (S.1 Ep.4) (From the UK, in English & Mandarin) 
(Documentary Series) (class. tba) **New Episode**     

 
8:30 pm Bosch - Trunk Music - LAPD homicide detective Harry Bosch is back on the job after a 

suspension. When a dead body found in the trunk of a car on Mulholland Drive appears to 
have mob connections, Bosch takes on a case that could prove to be his biggest 
challenge yet. George Irving has a new assignment and weighs his options. (S.2 Ep.1) 
(From the US) (Drama) M(V,S,L) CC **New Season Premiere**     

 
9:20 pm Bosch - The Thing About Secrets - Bosch discovers that his murder case has wider 

implications. Deputy Chief Irving tries to stay above the political fray. Danger escalates 
with George Irving's plainclothes position. Harry receives a tip relating to his mother's 
murder. The Tony Allen investigation sends Bosch to Sin City. (S.2 Ep.2) (From the US) 
(Drama) M(V,S,L) CC **New Episode**    

 
10:10 pm SBS World News Late Edition - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national 

and international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS 
Production) CC   

 
10:45 pm Monsterman - A story about a boy who wanted to be a monster. Tomi Putaansuu created 

his fantasy world as a child and still, approaching middle age, lives for the heavy metal 
band Lordi. Five years have passed since Lordi's Eurovision Song Contest trophy, the first 
one ever for Finland. The band has debts of hundreds of thousands of euros and they 
aren't selling any gigs. (From Finland, in Finnish) (Documentary) M(S,L)   

 
11:55 pm The Promise - An epic tale of passion that unfolds against a backdrop of war as a 

beautiful and mysterious princess becomes the object of affection for three very different 
men - a powerful duke, a brave general and a lowly slave. Unbeknownst to the men, the 
princess made a pact with a goddess in her youth where she will forsake the prospect of 
true love for the promise of riches and power. Nominated for the 2006 Golden Globe for 
Best Foreign Language Film. Directed by Chen Kaige and stars Cecilia Cheung, Jang 
Dong-gun and Hiroyuki Sanada. (From China, in Mandarin) (Action Adventure) (2005) 
(Rpt) M(A,V)   
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1:45 am Nightmare Detective - Kyoichi Kagenuma is a man pushed to the edge of sanity by his 

ability to enter other people’s dreams and hear their thoughts. At the same time, detective 
Keiko Kirishima begins to connect a series of unusual suicides and enlists the reluctant 
Kagenuma to help her uncover the truth behind the deaths. Directed by Shinya 
Tsukamoto and stars Ryuhei Matsuda, Masanobu Ando and Hitomi. (In Japanese, English 
subtitles) (Thriller) (2006) (Rpt) MA(A,V)   

 
3:45 am D-Day Laid Bare - Winston Churchill described it as "undoubtedly the most complicated 

and difficult military operation ever undertaken". This documentary reveals what it took to 
mount D-Day, the greatest invasion in history. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) (class 
tba) CC   

 
4:50 am Peach Juice - While on vacation at the seaside, a youth becomes attracted to his aunt. 

(From Canada) (Short Film) (Animation) (Rpt) M(S)    
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5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and 

Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC   
 
2:00 pm Creative Minds - Geoffrey Rush - Get an inside look at the creative process with this 

series of in-depth interviews with leading figures in the Australian fine arts world. The 
program offers an intimate look at the people who define contemporary Australian culture. 
In the first episode, Oscar-winning actor Geoffrey Rush discusses growing up, his 
influences, and his film roles. (From Australia) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) M(L) CC   

 
2:45 pm Along The Road - Two truck drivers, Ronny and Micke, have a secret relationship. They 

meet up at rest areas along the road, where no one can see them. Both of them are 
longing for something more, but Ronny already has a family. (From Sweden, in Swedish) 
(Short) (Drama) (Rpt) PG   

 
2:55 pm Bazaar - Lisbon - Host Flora Montgomery begins her exploration of Lisbon at a medieval 

Castle, before indulging in area’s legendary cinnamon-dusted custard tarts washed down 
with a Galau – a milky coffee. Flora visits the Museu do Chiado then wanders the city’s 
narrow streets admiring the intricately patterned mosaic stone pavements. At the local 
markets, she discovers some delicious local produce, including cod, ruby red port and 
honey. By night, it’s time to head to Bairro Alto, where the bars and restaurants throb with 
the mournful passion of Portugal’s traditional music. (From the UK) (Travel/Documentary) 
(class tbc) (Rpt) CC   
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3:25 pm Time Traveller's Guide To Elizabethan England - The Common People - Ian Mortimer 

transports viewers back to Elizabethan England and reveals, in vivid detail, a living, 
breathing Tudor world. Learn how ordinary Tudor housewives turned plants into medicine, 
how the middle classes kept themselves clean using linen cloths, how the poor made 
pottage, how cooks of the rich devised recipes for new ingredients, and how Tudors 
learned to read and write. (Part 1 of 3) (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   

 
4:25 pm Secret History Of Our Streets - Arnold Circus  - This episode explores the history of 

Arnold Circus, located in London’s East End, and the Victorian social experiment that 
changed Britain. The planning of this first planning estate, from its lack of pubs to the 
pattern of the brickwork, was deliberate, as previously the land had played host to a 
notorious crime-ridden slum. Featuring compelling accounts from residents both past and 
present, this is the story of how Arnold Circus made the difficult journey from feared 
underclass to a self-respecting community. (From the UK) (Documentary) PG CC   

 
5:30 pm Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm Food Safari - French Safari (Part 2) - Chef Guillaume Brahimi gives Maeve a guide to 

essential fresh ingredients - from herbs to vegetables - then shows how to cook the 
perfect steak and the potatoes. Philippe Mouchel then makes a lamb navarin served with 
a celeriac and truffle puree. Maeve also meets cheese expert Eric Moschietto and learns 
that there are so many French cheeses, you can taste three a day for a year and still have 
some to try. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
7:30 pm Destination Flavour Scandinavia - In this final episode, Adam heads to the furthermost 

town on earth, Longyearbyen, Svalbard. He meets Australian Jason Roberts who's lived 
there for over 25 years. Adam enters a 1930s Moelven wooden mining barracks to cook 
Gravadlax, and takes a husky ride to the Global Seed Vault: the backup vault of the 
world’s agricultural seeds, placed far away from any manmade or natural disasters. It's 
one enormous freezer. (S.1 Ep.6) (From Australia) (Commissioned by SBS) (Food) G CC 
**New Episode**    

 
8:00 pm Gourmet Farmer - Breaking Down a Pig - Matthew Evans is keen to use all parts of the 

pig to make sure that he’s adding as much value as possible to his future porkers. He has 
a plan for a ‘Breaking Down’ day, where one pig is broken down into its constituent parts, 
ready for cooking and preserving. In Italy it is traditional for the whole community to join in 
so Matthew will be enlisting the help of his Italian friends as some familiar faces. 
(Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
8:35 pm Heston's Dinner In Space - Heston and his team create a nostalgic menu for the first 

ever dinner party in space. With meals reminiscent of Tim’s childhood, Heston puts his 
out-of-this-world twist on a bacon sandwich and a sausage sizzle. (Part 2 of 2) (From the 
UK) (Entertainment) (class. tba) CC **Final Episode**   
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9:30 pm The Last Panthers - Milan tells Naomi he has nothing left to live for now that Adnan is 

dead, except to kill Zlatko. Naomi tries to save Milan from himself and prevent him from 
killing Zlatko; she appeals to Tom and tries to convince him to bring Zlatko and Guillaume 
to justice. Mokhtar tells Khalil they've started a gang war and must eliminate the rival gang 
leaders by becoming the new Manu and Roman to keep the peace in Marseille. (S.1 Ep.6) 
(From France, in English, Serbian & French) (Drama Series) MA(V) CC **New Episode**     

 
10:30 pm SBS World News Late Edition - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national 

and international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS 
Production) CC   

 
11:00 pm Sex: An Unnatural History - Love - Sex existed before love, but does it really work better 

without it? Have we forced ourselves to be monogamous against all our biological urges? 
Tonight, Julia heads out to investigate the connection between love and sex. Does it really 
all boil down to a batch of chemicals and some neurotransmitters? (Commissioned by 
SBS) (Documentary Series) (Part 5 of 6) (Rpt) MA(S) CC   

 
11:30 pm Sex: An Unnatural History - The Future - In the final episode, the last fifty years have 

been witness to an amazing sexual revolution, but what about the next fifty, hundred, or 
even thousand years? In the future will we need partners, genitalia, or even bodies? 
Maybe sex will just take place between two brains in jars. Julia straps on her jetpack to 
find out. (Commissioned by SBS) (Documentary Series) (Final) (Rpt) MA(N,S) CC   

 
12:05 am The Last Days Of Emma Blank - A black comedy with overtones of the Theatre of the 

Absurd. When the members of a family, held to domestic servitude by their dying 
matriarch, discover there is no inheritance, they seek revenge on the bitter woman for all 
she has put them through. Winner of the Golden Calf for Best Screenplay at the 2009 
Nederlands Film Festival. Directed by Alex van Warmerdam and stars Marlies Heuer, 
Gene Bervoets and Annet Malherbe. (From the Netherlands, in Dutch) (Comedy) (2009) 
(Rpt) M (A,N,S,L)   

 
1:45 am Mythbusters - Duct Tape Canyon - Tonight, Adam and Jamie are stranded in a barren 

wasteland near Desolation Canyon, Utah, with only duct tape, bubble wrap and a few 
other basic staples (e.g. food, water and a knife), and must depend on these limited 
resources to cross the canyon and reach civilisation. Features a guest appearance by Nik 
Wallenda, the famous tightrope walker, who has his own way to traverse the canyon. 
(From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
2:45 am Mythbusters - Hollywood Crash Cliches - The team tackle wall-to-wall automotive 

mayhem, as they drive through glass, plough through traffic, and fire an RPG at an SUV. 
(From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
3:40 am Wildest Islands - Caribbean - The Wild Side Of Paradise - Discover the secret wildlife 

of the Caribbean, which is made up of over 7,000 islands and reefs lying within the crystal 
clear waters of the Caribbean Sea. From giant leatherback turtles who visit Trinidad’s 
beaches to lay their eggs and the ocean species which can’t be found anywhere else in 
the world, to the giant humpback whales who travel thousands of kilometres to raise their 
young in the Caribbean’s warm and calm waters. But as summer approaches, these sun-
drenched islands become an altogether darker place as they lay in the firing line of some 
of the most ferocious storms on earth. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Part 3 of 5) 
(Rpt) G CC   
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4:40 am Rhino Full Throttle - Bruno is making his way through the city searching for its soul. 

Driven by his curiosity, a challenging imagination and his wild reflection on reality he is 
lifting the old dusty curtain on the city's crusted perception. (From Germany, in German) 
(Short Film) (Animation) (Rpt) M(L)    
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5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and 

Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC   
 
2:00 pm Lily Cole's Art Matters - Supermodel and art history graduate Lily Cole will embark on a 

fascinating journey with renowned artists such as Tacita Dean and Christo, watching them 
at work in their studio, discussing their life and artistic processes, and getting closer than 
ever before to the people behind the art. Lily will accompany these artists to their places of 
inspiration as they discuss the genesis of their work and how their lives as artists really 
began. (Arts) (From the UK) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
2:50 pm Fugu And Tako - Two Japanese salary men's lives literally transform when one of them 

eats a live puffer fish in a sushi bar. (From Australia, in Japanese) (Short) (Rpt) PG   
 
3:00 pm The Point Review - NITV National News features the rich diversity of contemporary life 

within Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities, broadening and redefining the 
news and current affairs landscape. (An NITV Production)   
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3:30 pm Luke Nguyen's Greater Mekong - Luke travels to the seaside towns of Kep and Kampot 

to experience their delectable seafood and world-famous pepper. There he teams up with 
a local fisherwoman at the early morning seafood market to sample some of the freshest 
squid in Southeast Asia. They cook the squid using a home-style recipe aboard a 
traditional Khmer fishing boat. Later, Luke shares some Khmer culture and history, 
showing us how people used to cook in secret during the Khmer Rouge regime. 
(Commissioned by SBS, in English and Khmer) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
4:00 pm Luke Nguyen's Greater Mekong - Luke enjoys a weekend of food and sun in the seaside 

town of Kep before heading across the border to Chau Doc in Vietnam. Starting 
beachside, Luke cooks a tasty barbequed squid, pork and snake bean dish as local kids 
play in the nearby surf. He then heads out of Kep to some ancient caves to cook up a 
contemporary chicken dish. Crossing the border into Chau Doc, Vietnam, Luke feels right 
at home cooking 'mum', a classic Vietnamese terrine dish. (S.2,Ep.8) (Commissioned by 
SBS, in English and Khmer) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
4:30 pm Who Do You Think You Are? - Amanda Redman - Award-winning British actress 

Amanda Redman was terrified about delving into her family's past - and totally unprepared 
for the secrets which emerged, knowing there were things her family didn't want to talk 
about. Her search takes her to India and an abusive grandfather. (From the UK, in 
English) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG CC WS   

 
5:30 pm Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm Food Safari - Indonesian Safari - Maeve plunges into the vibrant spicy world of 

Indonesian food with chef Rohanna Halim, who heads an all-girl kitchen team at her 
restaurant in Sydney. Rohanna demonstrates the key ingredients needed for Indonesian 
cooking and makes spicy chilli sauce. Fellow chef Alina Lucas cooks an easy chicken 
curry while 'Aunty' Wahwan whips up grilled fish with a sweet and sour vegetable sauce. 
(Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
7:30 pm Twilight Of Civilisations - The End Of The Age Of Pyramids - How did the most 

prestigious human civilisations decline and finally collapse? Archaeologists are excavating 
the sites where these civilisations once thrived to find new answers to these crucial 
questions. Their latest discoveries have given new keys to reveal the mystery of these 
ancient superpowers’ downfall. Drastic and sudden climate change, religious and political 
crisis: the first two episodes of The Twilight Of Civilisations investigates the downfall of the 
ancient Egyptian empire and the demise of Angkor’s kingdom in Cambodia. (Part 1 of 2) 
(From France, in English & French) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   

 
8:35 pm Mummies Alive - The Gunslinger Mummy - The investigation of the myth of the 

American West and a mysterious mummy called Sylvester: a gunslinger in the cowboy 
age, supposedly mummified in the heat of the desert. Hyper-real animation takes experts 
back in time to the Wild West where cowboys, con men and carnival sideshows played a 
part in one man's incredible story. (S.1 Ep.3) (From the UK) (Documentary) M(A) CC   
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9:30 pm Rise of the Machines - Super Train - From the world’s biggest mega truck to one of the 

world’s fastest trains...from the world’s most advanced aircraft carrier to a revolutionary 
airship, from a super smart heavy lift ship to an ingenious heavy lift helicopter... ground 
breaking CGI animation explodes the machines apart to uncover the extraordinary 
inventions hidden under their skin that enables the teams who drive, fly and sail them to 
be at the top of their game. This episode looks at one of the world’s fastest trains - the 
Italo AGV - to reveal the extraordinary technology that it depends on to race 500 
kilometres in less than four hours. (Ep.1) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
10:25 pm SBS World News Late Edition - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national 

and international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS 
Production) CC   
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EASTERN STATES (QLD, NSW, ACT, VIC, TAS) 

 
 
11:00 pm Cycling: Giro d'Italia - The World’s best road cyclists are in Italy for the first Grand Tour 

of 2016- the Giro D’Italia. Live coverage of the 21 stages raced across the most beautiful 
yet toughest terrain Italy has to offer. Australia’s hopes for success are with the Orica-
GreenEDGE team and their sprint sensation Caleb Ewan. (From Italy) (Cycling) **Live** 

 
2:00 am Ai Weiwei: The Fake Case - This documentary follows Ai Weiwei immediately after his 

release from prison, at a time when he is still under intense supervision by the Chinese 
authorities who have even put CCTV cameras inside every room of his house. He 
continues his campaign against censorship, corruption and state oppression and his fight 
for legal representation whilst trying to reacquaint himself with family life and forge ahead 
with his artistic projects, which include a new secret work which will doubtless cause him 
more problems with the state. The director lives with Ai for the duration of the shoot, 
resulting in an intimate look into the life of a world-renowned artist and human rights 
campaigner. (From Denmark, in English & Mandarin) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
 
 

Friday May 6th, 2016 
CENTRAL STATES  

(SOUTH AUSTRALIA & NORTHERN TERRITORY) 
 
 
11:00 pm Cycling: Giro d'Italia - The World’s best road cyclists are in Italy for the first Grand Tour 

of 2016- the Giro D’Italia. Live coverage of the 21 stages raced across the most beautiful 
yet toughest terrain Italy has to offer. Australia’s hopes for success are with the Orica-
GreenEDGE team and their sprint sensation Caleb Ewan. (From Italy) (Cycling) **Live** 

 
1.30 am Massive Moves - Coastal Cruise - Ben and Jen Ford are serial ‘house movers’; buying 

unwanted homes, moving them, renovating them and then selling them for a profit. But 
their luck didn’t last, and a bad business investment caused them to lose everything. But 
now there’s hope. With loans from investors, the couple plan to buy and haul a stunning 
heritage home, with the help of movers, to an empty plot in Vancouver Island. It could be 
the answer to all their woes - but will their house arrive in one piece? (From the UK) 
(Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC 

 
2:00 am Ai Weiwei: The Fake Case - This documentary follows Ai Weiwei immediately after his 

release from prison, at a time when he is still under intense supervision by the Chinese 
authorities who have even put CCTV cameras inside every room of his house. He 
continues his campaign against censorship, corruption and state oppression and his fight 
for legal representation whilst trying to reacquaint himself with family life and forge ahead 
with his artistic projects, which include a new secret work which will doubtless cause him 
more problems with the state. The director lives with Ai for the duration of the shoot, 
resulting in an intimate look into the life of a world-renowned artist and human rights 
campaigner. (From Denmark, in English & Mandarin) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC   
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Friday May 6th, 2016 
WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

 
 
11:00 pm Cycling: Giro d'Italia -   The World’s best road cyclists are in Italy for the first Grand Tour 

of 2016- the Giro D’Italia. Live coverage of the 21 stages raced across the most beautiful 
yet toughest terrain Italy has to offer. Australia’s hopes for success are with the Orica-
GreenEDGE team and their sprint sensation Caleb Ewan. (From Italy) (Cycling) **Live** 

 
2:00 am Ai Weiwei: The Fake Case - This documentary follows Ai Weiwei immediately after his 

release from prison, at a time when he is still under intense supervision by the Chinese 
authorities who have even put CCTV cameras inside every room of his house. He 
continues his campaign against censorship, corruption and state oppression and his fight 
for legal representation whilst trying to reacquaint himself with family life and forge ahead 
with his artistic projects, which include a new secret work which will doubtless cause him 
more problems with the state. The director lives with Ai for the duration of the shoot, 
resulting in an intimate look into the life of a world-renowned artist and human rights 
campaigner. (From Denmark, in English & Mandarin) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
 
 
 

Friday May 6th, 2016 
ALL MARKETS REJOIN 

 
3:35 am Food Factory: Supersized - Just Add Water - Food writer Stefan Gates is on a mission 

to discover the secrets behind mass-produced supermarket food - by making his own from 
scratch. Does instant soup contain real tomatoes, and how much sea water do you need 
to make sea-salt? Stefan challenges Anton du Beke and Jodie Prenger to make rival 
bottles orange squash but whose will go in the basket and whose will go in the bin? (From 
the UK) (Food Series) (Part 1 of 6) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
4:10 am Food Factory: Supersized - Melt In The Mouth - Stefan Gates is on a mission to 

discover the secrets behind mass-produced supermarket food - by making his own from 
scratch. Why does dried spaghetti keep so long, and why do supermarket sandwiches 
stay soft in the fridge? Stefan challenges MasterChef's John Torode and Lisa Faulkner to 
make rival 'Wheaty Breakfast Bricks' but whose will go in the basket and whose will go in 
the bin? (From the UK) (Food Series) (Part 2 of 6) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
4:45 am Can I Drive, Daddy? - The countryside is under globalisation. Nothing is like what it used 

to be, everything is everywhere. (From Slovenia) (Short Film) (Drama) (Rpt) PG    
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5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and 

Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC   
 
2:00 pm FEI Equestrian Jumping World Cup -   The latest round of the Jumping World Cup takes 

the elite riders to London as the race to reach the Gothenburg final heats up. (Sport) 
(Equestrian) CC 

 
3:00 pm Junior Eurovision Song Contest 2015 - Coverage of the world’s biggest, small song 

contest as Australia competes for the very first time in the Junior Eurovision Song Contest 
2015. 13-year-old Bella Paige will fly the flag for Australia as she takes the stage in Sofia, 
Bulgaria. (Entertainment Special)  

 
5:00 pm Giro d'Italia Highlights - Highlights of the 2016 Giro d’Italia. Beginning in the Netherlands 

and finishing in Turin, the route consists of seven sprint stages, three time trials and nine 
summit finishes.  

 
5:30 pm Himmler And The Holy Grail - As medievalist author Otto Rahn is running out of funds 

for his studies on the Cathar Grail Heinrich Himmler steps in and offers him cash and 
forces him to join the SS. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG(A) CC   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC  
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7:30 pm Who Do You Think You Are? - Mary Berry - Bake-Off star Mary Berry believes she 

inherits her energy and drive from her father. Still going strong at 79, Mary sets off on a 
journey to find out more about her father's family. Along the way, she discovers 
illegitimacy, bankruptcy and, even more astonishingly, a baker! (S.1 Ep.6) (From the UK) 
(Documentary) PG CC   

 
8:35 pm RocKwiz Salutes The Legends - It's ladies' night as RocKwiz Salutes the Legends of 

Europe. For the first time on the program, all guests are female. Featuring the music of 
ABBA, Shocking blue, Nena, Kraftwerk, The George Baker Selection, Golden Earring, and 
more, with exciting performances by Jess Cornelius, Megan Washington, and Phoebe and 
Lou from Alpine, RocKwiz pays homage to the best Europe has to offer. (From Australia)  
**Eurovision Season**   
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Saturday May 7th, 2016 
EASTERN STATES (QLD, NSW, ACT, VIC, TAS) 

 
9:35 pm Eurovision's Greatest Hits - Graham Norton and Eurovision 2013 presenter Petra Mede 

host a special concert to celebrate the 60th anniversary of the Eurovision Song Contest 
with show stopping performances from some of Eurovision’s greatest acts of all time. 
London's Eventim Apollo Hammersmith is the venue for this official anniversary event, 
which features some of the contest's most iconic songs performed by their original artists, 
including Brotherhood of Man, Johnny Logan, Dana International, Lordi and reigning 
winner Conchita. Eurovision’s Greatest Hits is the perfect start to SBS’s Eurovision 
weekend. (From the UK) (Entertainment) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
11:15 pm Cycling: Giro d'Italia -  The World’s best road cyclists are in Italy for the first Grand Tour 

of 2016- the Giro D’Italia. Live coverage of the 21 stages raced across the most beautiful 
yet toughest terrain Italy has to offer. Australia’s hopes for success are with the Orica-
GreenEDGE team and their sprint sensation Caleb Ewan. (From Italy) (Cycling) **Live** 

 
2:00 am Inspector Rex - Graduation Party - A professor from an online university is found 

murdered in a suburb of Rome. The investigations focus on the university, and Inspector 
Terzani and Rex explore the variegated world of the online Faculty, which has bases in 
Rome, Novedrate and Messina. The professor had taught cultural anthropology, and it is 
this discipline which puts the inspector on the track of a mysterious spiritual community 
which the professor had suggested as the subject of a graduation thesis on the method of 
"participating observation". (From Italy, in Italian) (Drama Series) (Rpt) PG CC   
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Saturday May 7th, 2016 
CENTRAL STATES  

(SOUTH AUSTRALIA & NORTHERN TERRITORY) 
 

 
9:35 pm Eurovision's Greatest Hits - Graham Norton and Eurovision 2013 presenter Petra Mede 

host a special concert to celebrate the 60th anniversary of the Eurovision Song Contest 
with show stopping performances from some of Eurovision’s greatest acts of all time. 
London's Eventim Apollo Hammersmith is the venue for this official anniversary event, 
which features some of the contest's most iconic songs performed by their original artists, 
including Brotherhood of Man, Johnny Logan, Dana International, Lordi and reigning 
winner Conchita. Eurovision’s Greatest Hits is the perfect start to SBS’s Eurovision 
weekend. (From the UK) (Entertainment) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
11:15 pm Cycling: Giro d'Italia – The World’s best road cyclists are in Italy for the first Grand Tour 

of 2016- the Giro D’Italia. Live coverage of the 21 stages raced across the most beautiful 
yet toughest terrain Italy has to offer. Australia’s hopes for success are with the Orica-
GreenEDGE team and their sprint sensation Caleb Ewan. (From Italy) (Cycling) **Live** 

 
1:30 am Massive Moves - Monster Mansion - After their home of 33 years was destroyed by fire, 

Hazel and Munroe Carter hire Joe Powell & Son to haul their new house 10 kilometres 
across the quiet lowlands of South Carolina. Weighing an immense 135 tons, head mover 
Joey removes the brick exterior to shed weight but still struggles to get the huge home out 
of the yard and onto the road. But getting this monster mansion to survive tight turns, busy 
freeways and soft, sandy soil won’t be easy. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G 
CC   
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Saturday May 7th, 2016 
WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

 
 
9:35 pm Eurovision's Greatest Hits - Graham Norton and Eurovision 2013 presenter Petra Mede 

host a special concert to celebrate the 60th anniversary of the Eurovision Song Contest 
with show stopping performances from some of Eurovision’s greatest acts of all time. 
London's Eventim Apollo Hammersmith is the venue for this official anniversary event, 
which features some of the contest's most iconic songs performed by their original artists, 
including Brotherhood of Man, Johnny Logan, Dana International, Lordi and reigning 
winner Conchita. Eurovision’s Greatest Hits is the perfect start to SBS’s Eurovision 
weekend. (From the UK) (Entertainment) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
11:15 pm Cycling: Giro d'Italia - The World’s best road cyclists are in Italy for the first Grand Tour 

of 2016- the Giro D’Italia. Live coverage of the 21 stages raced across the most beautiful 
yet toughest terrain Italy has to offer. Australia’s hopes for success are with the Orica-
GreenEDGE team and their sprint sensation Caleb Ewan. (From Italy) (Cycling) **Live** 

 
2:00 am Inspector Rex - Graduation Party - A professor from an online university is found 

murdered in a suburb of Rome. The investigations focus on the university, and Inspector 
Terzani and Rex explore the variegated world of the online Faculty, which has bases in 
Rome, Novedrate and Messina. The professor had taught cultural anthropology, and it is 
this discipline which puts the inspector on the track of a mysterious spiritual community 
which the professor had suggested as the subject of a graduation thesis on the method of 
"participating observation". (From Italy, in Italian) (Drama Series) (Rpt) PG CC   
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ALL MARKETS REJOIN 

 
2:00 am Inspector Rex - Graduation Party - A professor from an online university is found 

murdered in a suburb of Rome. The investigations focus on the university, and Inspector 
Terzani and Rex explore the variegated world of the online Faculty, which has bases in 
Rome, Novedrate and Messina. The professor had taught cultural anthropology, and it is 
this discipline which puts the inspector on the track of a mysterious spiritual community 
which the professor had suggested as the subject of a graduation thesis on the method of 
"participating observation". (From Italy, in Italian) (Drama Series) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
3:00 am Inspector Rex – Third Half - The president of a rugby club, Eugenio Sartor, is killed in his 

home shortly after watching a team training session. Sartor, the owner of the Eagles, had 
been forced to seek help from his brother-in-law Mazzilli to put the club’s finances in order. 
Mazzilli had thus become the victim’s business partner, relinquishing his ownership of a 
second division football club. Terzani and Rex are initially suspicious of one of the players, 
Michele Caccia, and then of a criminal implicated in a football match-fixing scandal, Merlo. 
The latter, however, is shot dead by Mazzilli while trying to kidnap Sartor’s daughter. 
Terzani and Rex have a lot to untangle, between family conflicts, match-fixing and money 
laundering. (From Italy, in Italian) (Drama) (Rpt) PG    

 
3:55 am Inspector Rex - Bitter Chocolate - When the president of a chocolate factory, Ruggiero 

Onorati, dies from eating a poisoned chocolate, Terzani and Rex focus their investigation 
on the man's family, where various bitter conflicts come to light. The victim's sister, Giulia 
Onorati, had angrily fallen out with him over company strategy concerning the family 
chocolate business. However, the investigations are turned upside down when an 
epidemic of botulinus poisoning – a toxin contained in a batch of chocolate snack biscuits 
produced by the victim’s company – hits Rome. (From Italy, in Italian) (Drama) (Rpt) PG   

 
4:55 am Sidewalk Scribble - An amazing animation of a city of scribbles coming to life, set to 

music by Hungarian composer Franz Lizst. (Australia) (Short Film) (Animation) (2012) 
(Rpt) G   

 


